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LIBRA SOLAR FULL MOON RITUAL 

 

ʘ 

 

STUDY, MEDITATION, CONTEMPLATION and DIAMOND SOUL PRACTICES: Day 1 
 

In Service of the Plan, the Christ and the Great Ones for the Full Flowering of Humanity 
  

 
 

Keyword of the Soul: “I choose the way which leads between the two great lines of force.” 
 

֍ 
 

Look at the whole of this image ... then gaze into the center, the still point, the point of balance and 

equilibrium. 

 
"The Light That Moves To Rest"  
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PREPARATION 

 
“The heavens, the constellations, signs and planets mean one thing to the Hierarchy and another thing to 

the astronomers and still another thing to the astrologers, whilst they are simply bewildering galaxies of 

light to the average citizen. I feel the need to remind you of this and to point out to you that astronomical 

facts are only relative as regards the true and factual nature of that about which scientific pronouncement 

is made; they are declarative of life and potency but not as science and the average man understand them. 

From the standpoint of esoteric truth, they are simply embodied Lives and the expression of the 

life, the quality, the purpose and the intent of the Beings Who have brought them into 

manifestation.” (EA, 257)  

 

The Zodiacal Being Who ensouls our twelve zodiacal constellations, is One Life energy, twelve-faceted, 

pouring through the Heart of the Sun and Solar System, Shamballa, the Christ and Spiritual Hierarchy, on 

to and through Humanity – and through us as saviors to all lives on Earth. As we move from one Sign to 

the next, the Light of that Sign creates a new field of focus and activity. The more unique qualities and 

specific “gifts” of each Sign become increasingly apparent to the earnest student-aspirant-disciple, yet are 

within the greater whole that is the Life of the One Great Lord of our Zodiac – a stupendous Being far 

beyond our comprehension. 

 

In that Life, there is no separation or division. The recent Life energies of Leo and Virgo continue to work 

within us as we recollect them, even as we move with the cycles shifting our focus to the next sign, Libra. 

The Soul, “the hidden inner divinity”, the “Christ in us” continues to unfold and assume control as we 

labor in the field of Libra.  Our work esoterically is to comprehend and make use of this Cardinal sign of 

Equilibrium, Balance, and Poise on the ‘Noble Middle Path’.  

 
◊ ◊ ◊ 

 

Let us now enter more deeply into the meaning and purpose of Libra through the Keyword of the Soul: 

“I choose the way which leads between the two great lines of force.”  (EA, 251) 

 

 

 

ʘ 
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ʘ 
 

MEDITATION 
 

I. “THE BREATH IS THE LIFE Pouring through All the Centers”; Sounding forth the Sacred 

Word, OM. 

 

◊ We step in the Peaceful Presence of the Soul with the first conscious in-breath of the energy 

of Libra actively pouring through the heart of the Sun.  As we breathe in the "Breath of Life 

pouring through all the centers", we sound the sacred Word in a silent, OM, moving deeper 

into the soul field. 

 

◊ With the next conscious “Breath of Life pouring through all the centers", with focused 

intent we dissolve and release atoms of lesser vibration whilst audibly sounding forth the 

sacred word, OM. 

 

◊ In the next conscious "Breath of Life", with intense spiritual aspiration we reach deep into 

the Heart of the Sun, drawing in atoms of purer vibration whilst silently sounding forth 

the sacred word, OM. ◊ In the moments that follow, sense the purity of new Libran Solar life 

energy pouring through you ... lifting and heightening your vibration. 

 

... continuing ... 

 

 

II. THE CROWN CENTER; ANGEL OF THE 7TH LIGHT; THE SOLAR ANGELIC PRESENCE  

 

◊ Bring your awareness to the Crown Center above the Head and the radiant Twelve-petaled 

Heart in the Head, sounding forth a silent OM.  

 

◊ Come into resonance with the energy of the 7th petal governed by the Angel  of Libra by 

sounding a silent OM while holding this intention.  In the moments that follow, sense or 

imagine the dual presence of the Angel of Libra and the Solar Angel; open to Their Presence 

of Love, supreme Intelligence and stimulating specialized Powers. 

 

◊ “Breathe in a breath of Life” pouring from the Crown Center through all the centers.  

Imagine the energy contacted flowing down through the central spinal column—gently 

infusing the etheric centers of the body with the adjusting frequencies led by the divine 

Angels … ◊ A portion of this energy naturally pours out through the small chakras in the 

bottom of the feet "blessing the earth upon which we walk".  ◊ Sense an arc of energy re-

ascending, completing the circulation and returning to the Crown whence it came. 

 

(continuing … ) 
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III. GROUP SOUL APPROACH TO DIVINITY AND INFUSION BY THE CHRIST 

 
 

SOUL STAR GROUP 
 

◊  Let us see ourselves standing round a large circle with Participating Souls – as radiant 

spheres of light and love – gathered and gathering for meditation and service during this full 

moon period.  OM. 

 

With a silent OM, in one simultaneous movement, imagine a ray of Soul light extending 

from every Participating Soul, one to another … creating a great field of radiant Light. 

 

◊ We bring our attention to the Center, and realize now standing in the Center, the figure of 

the Christ, symbolized by the five-pointed Christ Star, His symbol.  We sense the potent 

Reality behind the Star … the fires of Divine Love emanating from His Heart, potent 

streams of emanatory vibrations ... infusing with beneficent Love all participating Souls and 

Angelic lives here gathered, giving and magnifying that which is most needed. ◊ The sacred 

Word, OM, is sensed sounding, its vibration flowing throughout the group … We breathe in 

this “breath of life” … and join Him sounding a silent OM.  

 

Returning our awareness into the Heart of the Crown, together with the Christ and all here 

gathered, we sound the Great Invocation. 

 
ʘ 
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IV. CONTEMPLATIVE Diamond Soul Practices - for Day One 

 

“Libra governs and controls … the path of choices, of deliberately applied purificatory  

measures and the turning point to tread the path of discipleship … .”   (EA, 249/50)  

  

On this first day of conscious focus entering the field of Libran energies, and working with them, 

let our intention be to make these energies present and real in our experience.  Let us commit to 

eagerly discovering yet another facet of our Selves, anew. 

  

We are mining the depths of an infinite Being, in a divine order.  As we consider Libran thoughts, 

ideas and energies in this round, let us expect a higher spiral of the continuum to open before us – 

and within us.  We’ve evolved and are not the same.  Nothing stays the same, It does not and we 

do not. As we re-enter the energy stream of this zodiacal sign again, let us do so with a heightened 

divine awareness, and hold it throughout these seven days. With such an attitude of awareness, potentials 

will release within us to reveal a new potency, a potent newness. Let us give ourselves to that Space for 

it to pour through.  The Paths that lead to the Royal Road are true and real if cosmic in origin. We 

are entering the stream of a Divine Being, a Divine Consciousness Who is alive and real.  There is 

little more Real than That.  Let us begin with open expectancy.  

 

◊ ◊ ◊ 

 

Moving from Virgo, “the hidden inner divinity” that is the “Christ in us”, continues to 

unfold and assume control as we labor in the field of Libra, comprehending and making use of 

this Cardinal sign of Equilibrium, Balance, and Poise on the ‘Noble Middle Path’.  

 

"[there is] the activity wherein the personality grows and develops, and yet at the same time 

it veils and hides the hidden "man of the heart," which is the Christ, within each human 

form.  You have then the interlude wherein the point of balance is reached between these 

two [the personality and the Christ] and neither is dominant.  The "scales tip back and forth" in 

either direction or—as it is sometimes expressed—man swings between the pairs of 

opposites. Hence the importance of this sign in the life expression of the man and hence also 

its peculiar difficulty; it provides the curious see-saw experience which proves so 

distressingly bewildering first to the man who seeks to be entirely human [a personality with 

as yet little Soul control] but finds within himself impediments and urges which drive him on 

to something which is higher than the human and, secondly, to the aspirant or the 

disciple. His focus of interest and his aim is soul life, yet he finds within himself that which 

seeks ever to draw him back to the old ways, the old habits and the old desires.   (EA, 229)  

 

◊ Where do you see yourself today?   

◊ Do you recognize old habits and desires drawing you back?  Is the seesaw still active?   

◊ As the Soul Observer, recognize these impediments, be clear what they are, name them to 

be free of them.  ◊ Through Decision, decide you want Soul control – more than not.    

 

Notes: ____________________________________________________________________________ 
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“The light [of the inner Christ, the soul] having been contacted, is used, and the result is that 

the pairs of opposites become apparent, duality is known,  and the question of choice comes 

in. The light of God is cast upon either side of the razor edged path  the aspirant is 

endeavoring to tread, and at first this "noble middle" path is not so apparent as that which 

lies on either side. By the addition of dispassion or non-attachment to discriminative 

knowledge, hindrances are worn away, the veil which hides the light becomes increasingly 

thin until eventually the third or highest light is touched [the light of the intuition and a higher 

middle road is seen].”  (Light of the Soul, 316) 

 

◊ CONTEMPLATE the above. 

 

Bring to mind examples or situations demonstrating the above, as successes.  Doing so 

will summon and bring to life Libran energy into our experience. 

 

Bring to mind examples or situations where you could/must add “dispassion or non-

attachment to discriminative knowledge” to wear away hindrances that veil the light.   

 

To what aim, some might ask.  “Those initiates who have taken the third initiation, whose 

personality is soul-dominated … "walk ever in the light."     (R&I, 356/7) 

 

Our aim is to walk free, ever in the light. Free of the hindrances of lower emotions and 

negative thoughts.  Let this be our goal. Summon Libran energy into your goal: enter 

through the portal of Libra, stand at the point of balance.  Allow the Soul, the Christ to 

control.   

 

Visualize yourself now, ‘walking free, ever in the light’. Feel that shift. Feel the freedom of 

walking in the light, free of the hindrances that had veiled the light.  

 

Imagine a time now, in the distant future, looking back.  You are seeing where, when and 

how the final shift took place.  Free from hindrances, walking ever in the light. 

  

 

Notes: _________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

◊ Sound an OM  sealing in and affirming the new vibration –  the vibratory state of 

achievement.  Continue summoning Libran energy into your experience today – 

realizing the Being that blesses the Sun and solar system all this month, is also 

blessing (encouraging and supporting) your solar being into fuller manifestation.    
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An Occult Diamond Soul Practice for LIBRA 

 

 
  

Differing from psycho-spiritual practices, what follows (for those who choose) is an esoteric/occult exercise 

utilizing visualizations, mental statements and Libran energy for a white magic spiritual practice for the Day.  

 

The Crown and 12-petaled Heart Center within represent energies associated with the Monad and the True 

Soul (the Triad) – its expression.  Hence these energies realistically can only be fully utilized by an advanced 

Initiate or Master.  However, this should not dissuade us from working in the way we do every month. We 

are laying down the connecting fibers for future “high powered livingness”; every conscious attempt builds 

toward that reality and makes for more rapid progress upon the lighted way.  Let us now consider, by 

correspondence, the 12-petaled heart Center (in the chest) is linked with its 12-petaled parent in the Crown, 

the former representing the incarnated Soul – the human Soul in form, on the ground.   

 

In the following meditation form, spend no more than a few seconds with each ‘diamond’ statement and/or 

visualization. Accept in your mind this is sufficient time to allow for success, knowing that as we repeat an 

exercise, it becomes substantively more effective. 

 
◊ Think of the Soul Star – your Soul Star above the Head.   

 
◊ Center your awareness in the Heart in the Head Center (the 12-petaled lotus) in the Crown. 

 
◊ Think of the 7

th
 petal of Libra and the over-lighting Angel of the 7

th
 Petal; welcome the Angel’s Presence 

to work with you here and now. 

 
◊ Briefly, look softly (or visualize) the glyph of Libra and center your focus on the domed center.  

 
◊ Mentally merge the 7

th
 petal and the glyph for Libra into one energy. Or, allow the angel to do this for you.  

 
◊ Now visualize the glyph of Libra in the Crown descending into your Heart Center below (chest), bringing 

a measure of Monadic/Spirit energy into incarnation through you, the Soul in form. 

 
◊ Sound the OM, synchronizing the Libran petals of the two Heart Centers – establishing a flow.  

 

◊ Walk within this Libran energy field today, bringing all polar opposites you may encounter within yourself 

or in the field today into the peaceful, calming, balancing poise and equilibrium that is the Presence of Libra 

– that now rests and lives within your heart. If what you encounter today is outside yourself, project the 

centering, balancing, equilibrizing, calm of Libra into that situation.  Sound an OM as you do.  If what you 

encounter today is inside yourself (distressing polarizing thoughts, emotions or situations), bring them all 

into your heart to be alchemized by the stronger powers of Libra now ever available for white magic work.   
 
◊ Sound the sacred Word, OM     

Walk in the dome of Libra. 

 

֎ 

 


